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Abstract
As  the  complexity  of  Very  Large  Scale  Integration  (VLSI)  circuits  dramatically  increases  by 
improvements of technology, there is a huge interests to shift different applications from analog to 
digital  domain.   While  there are  many platform available  for  this  shift,  Field Programmable  Gate 
Arrays (FPGAs) hold an attractive position because of their  performance,  power consumption and 
configurability.  Usually  in  digital  domain  there  is  a  tradeoff  between  performance  and  flexibility, 
comparing with Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) and Digital Signal Processor (DSP), 
FPGA stands in the middle.  It  is  easier  to implement a function on FPGA than ASIC which is to 
perform a fixed operation. Although, DSP can implement versatile functions, its computational power 
is not high enough to support the high data rate of FPGA.

This report is the outcome and result of a master thesis at University of  Linköping, Sweden. In this 
report it is tried to cover both theoretical and hardware aspects of implementation of a Farrow structure 
for sample rate conversion on FPGA.

Intention  of  this  work  was  to  contribute  to  what  is  nowadays  the  main  focus  of  communication 
engineers:  designing flexible  radio systems. Flexible radio systems are interactive and dynamic by 
definition.  That  is  why  a  low-cost,  flexible  multimode  terminal  is  crucially  important  to  support 
different telecommunication standards and scenarios. In this thesis, FPGA implementation of complete 
Farrow system is presented. Matlab/Simulink, and VHDL are used in this thesis as the prime software.
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Chapter 1

1. Introduction

1.1 Background
These days, because there are so many communication scenarios and techniques, the complexity of the 
communication  systems  is  increasing  very  fast.  At  the  same  time,  the  number  of  communication 
standards is increasing by introduction of more sophisticated hardware. Therefore, it is not possible to 
have one hardware module dedicated to one standard. So, it could be easily understood why a system 
capable  of  handling  several  standards  at  once  and  with  one  time  design  before  installing  is  a 
breakthrough. Software Defined Radio (SDR) is one of the systems that could be used for handling 
more than one communication protocol at once. But, the main difficulty in these protocols is that most 
of them are using different data rates. This makes sampling rate conversion (SRC) inevitable. Among 
the  many  solutions  proposed  in  literature  [44,  45,  46,  47,  48,  49],  particularly  one  can  mention 
multistage Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter, Cascaded Integer-Comb (CIC) filter, and polyphase 
filter.  The  main  drawbacks  with  CIC  filter  is  suffering  from  serious  word-length  effects,  narrow 
passband and the filter gain [49]. Considering multistage FIR filter, the main drawback would be the 
great complexity of designing a generic system working with all system standards. With respect to 
polyphase FIR filter, the problem would rise up when we want to have a generic SRC. In this case,  
huge amount of resource is required.

The Farrow structure is one of the solutions for integrating more flexibility into a digital system while  
avoiding high complexity. Since Farrow introduced his system in June 1988 [44], the system has gone 
through a lot  of  improvement.  The polynomial  filter  based on the Farrow structure is  an efficient  
solution  to  perform  SRC.  In  this  thesis,  a  multimode  TMUX,  using  the  Farrow  structure,  is  
implemented in FPGA, which only needs one-time filter design beforehand. Also, different bandwidths 
with different center frequencies are obtained by some careful adjustments. 

1.2 Purpose and Goals
In this thesis, a complete transmultiplexer (TMUX) was built in a synthesizable fashion. This TMUX is 
supposed to simulate at least two channels, or say two users. To sum up the tasks for this thesis: at the 
beginning,  a  finite  word  length  analysis  of  the  TMUX  was  done  to  choose  proper  realization 
parameters. A study on the realization techniques was also done to find efficient implementations. Also, 
an effort has been spent to make sure that system is reliable for at least two channel communication and  
could be easily expanded to more number of users. And finally a study on different applications of the 
Farrow structure was done ranging from Digital-to-Analog Convertor to Hilbert transform.
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1.3 Chapter Overview 
Five chapters are provided in this report :

Chapter 1 : Provides general intention of the thesis.

Chapter 2 : At the beginning describes basics of SRC. Later, the Farrow structure is introduced and its 
building  blocks  and  its  operation  is  discussed.  Finally,  some  of  the  latest  application  of  Farrow 
structure found in literature are mentioned and reviewed here.

Chapter 3 : System overview of a complete TMUX is provided here. Also, architecture that is used in  
this thesis is outlined here.

Chapter 4 : Building blocks of a complete TMUX are discussed in detail and how they can be placed to 
have the same functionality is also covered. 

Chapter 5 : A conclusion and potential for further improvements is provided.
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Chapter 2

2. Basics of Farrow Structure

2.1 Overview 
In most of today's digital systems, different parts of the system work at different sampling frequencies, 
which highlight the need for a reliable sample rate converter. The basic problem in some of the Digital 
Signal Processing (DSP) applications, like sample rate conversion (SRC), is that the value of the signal 
is not available at all times but just at some discrete time instants. One way to do the SRC on digital 
signals is to convert it back to analog signal and then re-sample it with the desired sample rate. Another 
way is to introduce interpolation (decimation) filters.

2.2 Conventional Sampling Rate Conversion 
As  described  above,  one  way  to  solve  the  problem  of  different  sample  rates  is  to  generate  the  
equivalent analog signal and then re-sample it with the desired sampling rate. However, it would be 
more efficient to perform SRC directly in digital domain. Assuming interpolation and decimation as a 
black box, both of them requires sampling rate converter (upsampler and downsampler, respectively) 
and a lowpass filter. The block diagram of an upsample and a downsample is shown in Fig. 2.1. These 
blocks are discussed in sufficient detail in Section 3.2 and 3.3.

2.3 Farrow as Sample Rate Converter 
Conventional rational SRC structures, are not allowed to change their conversion ratios. Otherwise, a 
new pair of anti-imaging and anti-aliasing filters should be designed. Not only this makes the system 
less flexible, but also we will face limitations for applying different SRC ratios. On the other hand, by 
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applying the  Farrow structure,  both  of  these problems are targeted.  The Farrow structure includes 
linear-phase FIR subfilters Sk(z), k = 0,1, ...,L with either a symmetric (for k even) or antisymmetric 
(for k odd) impulse response [1]. The order of the subfilters provided in our design is even (Fig. 2.2), 
so the first subfilter S0 (z) shrinks to a delay. In the case of odd orders, all the filters are general filters. 
The transfer function of the Farrow structure can be written as :

H  z=∑
k=0

L

S k  z 
k ,∣∣≤ 0.5                                            (2.1)

where µ is the fractional delay value. The fractional delay value defines the time difference between 
each input sample and its corresponding output sample. Consider that we have T in and Tout  as the 
sampling period at the input x(n) and output y(n), respectively, then for even and odd order subfilters 
we will have :

        Even Order :  [ni nni n]T i n=nout T out     (2.2)

        Odd Order  :  [ni n0.5ni n]T i n=nout T out     (2.3)

where ni nnout is the input (output) sample index [1].

Figure 2.2 : Farrow Structure With Fixed Subfilters

In the case, µ is constant for all the input values, the Farrow structure delays everything with a fixed 
value of µ . In Figs. 2.3-2.6, output of the Farrow structure for four constant value of 0.39, -0.39, 0.46, 
-0.46 is given. Here, a two tone sinus wave is represented as a constant line while its shifted wave form 
is represented as dashed line. To compare the different µ values and the difference in interpolation and 
decimation, lets consider Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4. One can easily observe that in Fig. 2.3, the constant line 
(real values) is happening relatively later than converted line. While in the Fig. 2.4. with negative µ, 
dashed line has relative delay. Generally, SRC is matter of delaying every input sample by different 
values.

In  interpolation  process,  the  process  could  be  described  as  obtaining  new  values  between  two 
consecutive samples of the original  sample and in  the case of decimation it  is  like delaying input 
samples in time domain so they go back to their original place as they belong to the decimated signal. 
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Therefore, some signal samples would be removed but some new samples would be generated. So, by 
controlling the value of µ in (2.2) and (2.3) for every input sample, the Farrow structure can perform 
sample rate conversion. 

The subfilters, Sk(z), in Fig. 2.2, can be designed in a way that H(z) in (2.1) approximates an all pass 
transfer function having a fractional delay and over the frequency range of interest [2,3].

The main advantage of the Farrow structure is its ability to perform rational SRC using only one set of 
fixed  subfilters  and  by  simple  adjustments  in  the  set  of  variables  as  inputs  to  multipliers  which 
corresponds to µ. The transfer function for a pure delay, z− , with z=e jT , can be expanded using 
the Tylor series as 

e− jT≈∑
k=0

L − jT k

k !
=∑

k=0

L − jT k

k !
k      (2.4)

Comparing (2.1) and (2.4), it can be seen that one way to obtain a fractional delay filter is to  determine 
the filters Sk(z) so that they approximate Mkth-order-differentiators [2]. There exists other methods for 
designing the  Farrow structure that  is  beyond the  scope  of  this  thesis  but  the  interested  reader  is 
encouraged to go through [4,5].
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Figure 2.3: Output of Farrow Structure for 0.39
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Figure 2.5 : Output of Farrow Structure for 0.46 

Figure 2.4: Output of Farrow Structure for -0.39



In the rest  of this chapter, it  is tried to cover some of the latest applications found for the Farrow 
structure. Obviously non-uniform sampling covers great range of applications from image processing 
to different communication systems. Some of the most recent publications is mentioned and reviewed 
here.

2.4 Application of Farrow Structure

2.4.1 Timing Synchronizer

One of the applications of the Farrow structure, is in Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) receivers 
[23]. In Fig 2.7, a QPSK receiver structure based on the Farrow structure is shown. Here a received 
down-converted baseband I/Q signals are sampled by a free-running clock with the frequency f s set to 
2Rs, where Rs denotes the sample rate. The sampled signal is first passed through a digital T/2-spaced 
Square Root Raised Cosine (SRRC) matched filter. Then the output is fed to the interpolation-based 
timing recovery circuit which is used to adjust the timing offset. In this part, Non-Data-Aided Early-
Late-Delay (NDA-ELD) synchronizer  is  used to  recursively acquire  the  timing offset  parameter µ 
which is then used to control the Farrow interpolator. After that, the interpolated samples are phase de-
rotated by a digital Costas-Loop to compensate for any carrier frequency or phase offset. Finally, the 
de-rotated samples are sliced to give the final symbol decision.

7
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Figure 2.7 : All Digital QPSK Receiver

Interpolation for timing recovery is the process of calculating one output sample y(kTi) at a time using a 
set of adjacent input samples x(mTs) and a fractional timing offset µk obtained from the timing control 
unit. The interpolation process can be expressed as follows :

                                               y kT i = ∑
i=−N /2

N /2−1

x [m−i1T s]h [ik T s ]          (2.5)

where µk is varying in the range [-1,1), Ts is the sampling interval, Ti is the output interval, whereas m is 
the largest integer for which mTs ≤ kTi .

In this design, interpolation is implemented as Cubic Interpolator, which is a member of polynomial-
based approximating interpolation filter, and can work well in typical receiver application [24]. Cubic 
interpolator can either use a LUT or online calculation. For online calculation [25], three FIR filter with 
fixed-tap coefficients is used which are independent of µ. Therefore, this structure uses less memory 
than the LUT version.

As shown in Fig. 2.8, the output could be calculated as :    
y kT ={[ v3kv2]kv 1}kv 0                           (2.6)
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Figure 2.8 : Cubic Farrow Interpolator

According to (2.6), if the result of each intermediate stage is not truncated, longer number format is 
needed to represent  the output  signal.  According to  [26],  quantization error  introduced because  of 
truncation can be calculated as in (2.7):

e=ev k
3k

2k1e qk
2k1et                (2.7)

where e is the total quantization error, ev is the quantization error of the input v(n), eq is the quantization 
error with µk and et is the quantization error  just before the interpolator's output. 

2.4.2 Efficient Fractional Delay Hilbert Transform Filter

As the heading implies, another application of the Farrow structure is in the Fractional Delay Hilbert 
Transform Filter (FDHTF) which could be used in a Adaptive Subsample Estimation (ASE) [27].

The frequency response of an ideal Fractional Delay Filter (FDF) is defined as [27]:

       De
j=exp − j , ∣∣     (2.8)

The impulse response of this filter is [27]:

       d[n ]=
1

2∫−



De
je jnd =sinc n−      (2.9)
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where n=0,±1,. .. . In case of an FIR approximation of length N,  is defined as a sum of transport 
delay of digital system and introduced fractional delay of µ.

  =N−1/2   (2.10)

Where  µ is restricted to the [  -0.5,0.5 ]  in order to deal  with the most accurate  interpolation.  The 
transfer function of the FIR Fractional Delay Filter (FDF) of length N in a direct form is defined as :

DN  z=∑
n=0

N−1

d N [n ] z
−n              (2.11)

where d N [n ] for n = 0, 1 ,..., N-1 stands for impulse response of the filter. 

According to [27],  the frequency response of the ideal FDHTF with generalized phase-response is 
defined as:

H  e
j={ 2exp − j −/2 ∈0,

0 ∈− ,0    (2.12)

here,  stands for the total delay value introduced by the filter which is twice as much as  . The 
impulse response of this filter using a pair of FDFs [27] :

h2N , [n ]={ −1n/ 2 d N , /2[n /2 ] , n=0,±2,. ..

j −1n−1 /2 d N ,−1 /2[n−1/2] , n=±1,±3,...
  (2.13)

According to [27], designing of an FIR approximation of length 2N for this ideal FDHTF requires two 
Variable  Fractional  Delay  Filter  (VFDF)  of  length  N  each.  In  Fig.  2.9,  the  general  method  for 
implementing this FDHTF is presented. The total delay of this filter is :

=2N−1/22−1/2=N2−1     (2.14)

Lagrangian interpolation is used to calculate the FDF coefficient because of its easy to handle formulas,  
very good response at low frequencies, and the smoothness of magnitude response [28], [29]. For FIR 
Lagrange approximation, of length N, we have:

d N , [n ]=∏
k=0
k≠n

N−1


−k
n−k

 =−N1/2   (2.15)

for n = 0, 1, ..., N-1. In order to apply the Farrow structure, we have to obtain the coefficient of a FDF 
in a direct form. To do so, we have to write the transfer function of a FIR FDF of length N, in a form of 
polynomial of a fractional delay µ :

d N [n]=∑
k=0

M

ck [n ]
k n=0,1,... , N−1   (2.16)

In (2.16), M+1 stands for the number of subfilters in the Farrow structure. Mixing (2.11) and (2.16), we 
can easily conclude :

        DN  z =∑
k=0

M

∑
n=0

N−1

c k [n ] z
−nk=∑

k=0

M

C k z 
k   (2.17)

where Ck(z) is the transfer function of subfilters. In the next step, these coefficients must be rotated by 
multiplying appropriate powers of (-1) as brought in (2.18):
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    ck [n ]=−1nc k [n] n=0,. .. , n−1               (2.18)

The resulting filter, as depicted in Fig. 2.9, is called Variable Fractional Delayer Rotated (VFDR). Note 
that the difference in delays is to properly interlace filter's coefficients.

Figure 2.9 : Block Scheme of the FDHTF Implementation

The transfer function of the resulting FDHTF with fractional delay of d=2−1 /2 is:

      H FDHTF z =∑
k=0

N−1

C k z
2k jz−1∑

k=0

N−1

C k z
2−1 /2k       (2.19)

2.4.3 Efficient Super-resolution Image Reconstruction 

Super-resolution is a method of acquiring a High Resolution (HR) image from a set of sub-pixel shifted 
and blurred Low Resolution (LR) images using signal processing algorithm [30]. These images could 
be obtained from a digital camera with LR Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) or they could be a sequence 
of video frames. Each LR is assumed to be taken from a HR image and lose its quality because of 
warping, blurring and downsampling. These effects can be expressed in the following equation [31] :

y k=Dk C k M k xn k , k=1,... , P   (2.20)

where  x, is the high resolution image,  yk, is the  kth low resolution image, Dk is the downsampling 
operator,  Mk  represent  the warping or shift,  Ck represent  the blur.  There are  three steps in  super-
resolution reconstruction out of low resolution image [31] :

• registration : Estimating motion parameters to align the LR images to HR grid.

• Interpolation : Generating pixels at the HR grid

• restoration : Compensating for blurring and noise presence.

In  [30],  it  is  assumed  that  the  motion  parameters  have  been  already  estimated  using  a  suitable 
registration technique, and also the image just have a pure translational movement. According to [32], 
for shift invariant blur, matrices Mk  and Ck can commute and (2.16) could be rewritten as :

y k=Dk M k C k xnk , 1kP   (2.21)

Eq. (2.21), suggest that one can perform deblurring and denoising after generating the HR image.

As it is mentioned in [30], Milanfar in [32] propose a least square technique, but it is computationally 
intensive. Obviously, the aim is to have a least square technique with fast computation and low storage 
requirement.
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In [33],  such a near least  squares technique for reconstruction from uniform samples using digital 
filtering has been developed by making a compromise between continuous (L2) and discrete (l2) norm 
minimization  for  signal  decimation.  The  theory  of  orthogonal  projections  has  been related  to  the 
derivation of a computationally efficient decimation structure possessing good anti-aliasing properties. 
The construction was designed for piecewise-polynomial functions of the form [33] :

 x=∑
i=0

R

∑
m=0

N

cm [i ]x
N1

2
−i 

m

  (2.22)

where cm[i], are the polynomial coefficients in the ith interval, N  is the degree of the polynomial and R 
is the number of intervals. The decimation structure could be efficiently realized by usage of transposed  
the Farrow structure shown in Fig. 2.10. It contains  N+1  fixed filters with polynomial coefficients 
Cm[i]. µk is the offset of the kth input sample from the output grid. The SRC is made in the accumulator 
blocks.

The resampling method can be represented in matrix form as [33] : 

    d=DA−1T f   (2.23)

In (2.23),  A is a band matrix containing the autocorrelation sequence of ɸ along its rows and D  is a 
diagonal matrix containing scaling factors to preserve the constants.

Figure 2.10 : The Transposed Farrow Structure

2.4.4 Reconstruction of Non-uniformly Sampled Signal Using Transposed  Farrow 
Structure

Generally, sampling can be divided into two categories : uniform and non-uniform sampling. The non-
uniform sampling of the signal can be made intentionally or unintentionally, e.g. jitter sampling is an 
unintentional process which is a result of time error of sampling circuits. For non-uniform sampling 
there are four different sampling process [34] :
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• Generalized Sampling.

• Jitter Sampling : This is an unintentional sampling.

• Randomized Sampling : This sampling could be either unintentional or predetermined.

• Predetermined Sampling.

In  Fig.  2.11,  uniform  and  non-uniform  sample  sequence  are  shown.  Since  there  are  many  DSP 
applications that use uniform sampling, it is very important to reconstruct a uniform sample from its 
non-uniform sequence. There are two main types of the reconstruction algorithm [35],[36]:

• interpolation

• iterative.

For reconstruction there are two possible scenarios. First, if we assume that the non-uniform samples 
are obtained from uniform grid, with time-skew errors  δk . Then the sampling instants are given as 
[34] :

t k=kTk   (2.24)

where  δk is  a  random variable  that  has  a  zero  mean.  Here,  we  can  define  the  average  sampling 
frequency corresponding to the fundamental grid as F=1/T. In this case the uniform sample could be 
acquired easily using transposed Farrow structure. 

(a) (b)

Figure 2.11 :Non-uniformly Sampled Signal. (b) Uniformly Sampled Signal 

The second case, corresponds to the generalized sampling, where the sample instants are randomized. 
In  Fig.  2.12,  the  input  signal  is  non-uniformly  sampled  with  average  sampling  frequency  T.  The 
continuous time signal ya(t) after an analog filter with the impulse response ha(t) is given as :

y at =∑
k=−∞

∞

x t k ha t−t k    (2.25)

Then ya(t) is sampled at the time instants t=lTout  to produce the following output sequence [34] :

     y al T out=∑
k=−∞

∞

xt k ha l T out−tk              (2.26)
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In order to get an efficient implementation for the reconstruction filter, ha(t) is constructed as follows 
[38], [39]:

       ha t =∑
n=0

N−1

∑
m=0

M

cm n f m n , t    (2.27)

where

f mn ,t ={ 2t−n T out
T out

−1
m

for n T out ≤ tn1T out

0 otherwise

  (2.28)

and 

     cm N−1−n={cm n for m even
−cmn for m odd

  (2.29)

for n = 0,1,..., N-1. In this case (2.22) is expressible as :

     y al T out=∑
m=0

M

vm l T out   (2.30)

where

vml T out=∑
n=0

N−1

∑
k=−∞

∞

cm n xt k  f mn , l T out−t k    (2.31)

In general we can express tk as functions of output sampling interval as :

t k=klk T out   (2.32)

where  lk is an index of the output sample that occurs at or before kth input sample, µk is a fractional 
interval that determines the distance between current kth input sample and lkth output sample. Thus, the 
time variable of (2.24) become :

         t=n1−k T out     (2.33)

which yields to :

f mn , l T out−t k =1−2k 
m k=t k−[

t k

T out

]   (2.34)

Based on these equations,  the desired output sequence of ya(lTout) can be generated from the input 
sequence of x(tk) using the structure given in Fig. 2.13 [34]. In this structure:

C m z=∑
n=0

N−1

cm n z
−n   (2.35)

for m = 0, 1, ..., M are transfer functions of linear-phase FIR filters satisfying the symmetry properties 
of (2.31) [39]. These filters are working at the output sample rate of F out=1 /T out . All these filters are 
working normally like other FIR filters except this fact that output sample of  ya(lTout) for the given 
value of l, use the input samples x(tk) within the time interval of  l−1T outt ≤ l T out .
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Figure 2.12 : Analog Model for the Reconstruction Filter

Figure 2.13 : Transposed Modified Farrow Structure
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Chapter 3

3. System Overview of a TMUX

3.1 Introduction
In this chapter different components of a Transmultiplexer (TMUX) are discussed in more detail. 

3.2 Up/DownSampling
In the upsampling process, the sampling rate is multiplied by a factor that is usually an integer, say L, 
and greater than 1. In our case,  L is equal to 12. The reason behind this number is that, this thesis is 
supposed  to  be  in  accordance  with  some earlier  publication.  In  upsampling,  L-1 zeros  are  added 
between each consecutive two sample and the output becomes [6,7]:

y n={x  n
L
 if n=0,±L ,±2L ,...

0 otherwise.
    (3.1)

In the frequency domain (3.1) can be rewritten as:

     Y  z =X  zL          (3.2)

This shows that the whole frequency spectrum is compressed by L, so there are images that must be 
removed.

In the downsampling, the process is the opposite. The sampling rate is divided by a factor that usually 
is  integer and greater  than 1.  In downsampling,  one data  is  chosen out  of M-1  sample.  Its  output 
sequence according to [6,7] becomes :

    y n=x nM  .           (3.3)

Which in the frequency domain , becomes :

    Y  z = 1
M ∑k=0

M −1

X z
1

M W k
M
                                                    (3.4)

where W M is defined as e
− j

2
M .
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Unless the input signal is strictly bandlimited, downsampling results in aliasing and therefore, similar 
to upsampling, a lowpass filter is required. This anti-aliasing filter must limit the bandwidth of the 
downsampler input as the original content of the signal can only be preserved if it is bandlimited to

M

.

3.3 Digital Filters
Interpolation filter is a lowpass filter that is necessary after upsampling. The reason behind this lies in 
the fact that except for the sample equal to mL, the rest of samples are not correct. The correct values 

are produced by applying the samples to an ideal low pass filter with passband up to

L

.

This lowpass anti-imaging filter removes the extra images caused by the upsampler. Thus, the time 
domain expression for the output signal y(n) of Fig. 3.1 can be written as [7] :

y n=∑
k=−∞

∞

x k h n−kL     (3.5)

Figure 3.1: Interpolation by Factor of L

Decimation filter, also called anti-aliasing filter, is used to bandlimit the input so that aliasing distortion 

is avoided. Ideally, this filter is also a low pass filter, with passband of

L

. The attenuation in the 

stopband must be high enough to make sure that aliasing terms would be suppressed.

The time domain expression for the output y(n) of Fig. 2.2 can be given by [7]:

y n=∑
k=−∞

∞

xk h nM−k      (3.6)

Figure 3.2: Decimation by Factor of M

In order to perform SRC, interpolation and decimation are followed by each other, which means that 
when we have interpolation by L a decimation by M must be followed at later stages.  In a simplified 
theory the interpolation is followed by decimation directly which means that their lowpass FIR filters 
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are also cascaded. This in turn would lead to a new filter with a new transfer function, say G(z). Thus 

the output sequence of the y(n) after decimating x(n) by a ratio
M
L

 can be written as [7]

y n=∑
k=−∞

∞

xk h nM−kL     (3.7)

In TMUX design, these filters also have another critical importance. They suppress the channel cross 
talk and make the overall transfer function between the input and output, an approximate unity. As it is  
discussed in Section 3.5, TMUX is better to be redundant, this means that, the level of cross talk and 
aliasing resulting from the rational SRC is determined by the stopband attenuation of these filters and 
thus can be easily suppressed to any desired level. Further, ignoring the rational SRCs, it is well known 
that the transfer function from input to output is the zeroth polyphase component of F  zF '  z [1]. 
In  order  to  have  this  polyphase  component  unity  the  transfer  function  of F  z F ' z  must  be  a 
Nyquist filter.

3.3.1 Nyquist (Mth-band) Filters

According  to  [8],  a  lowpass  non-casual  filter  is  said  to  be  Mth-band  if  one  of  its  kth polyphase 
component, is :

   H k z
M = 1

M
               (3.8)

Furthermore, the passband and stopband edges are, respectively, given by [9]:

   c T=
1−

M
    (3.9)

   sT=
1

M
     (3.10)

Here  ρ is the roll-off factor and 0 < ρ < 1 meaning that the transition band should always contain

T=

M

.

Furthermore, the passband and stopband ripples are related to each other as

   cM−1 s   (3.11)

In the time domain, the impulse response of an Mth-band filter satisfies

   hn={ 1
M

if n=0 ;

0 if n=±M ,±2M , ...
    (3.12)

This means that every Mth sample, except the center tap is zero which brings reductions in the number 
of multipliers and adders required to realize the filter.

There are many interesting mathematical calculations for designing FIR Nyquist filters summed up in 
[1], but they are beyond the scope of this thesis.
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3.4 Frequency Shifting
Here, before we provide the antenna with data, usually we are required to shift the data in frequency 
domain,  so  that  we can transmit  them in  appropriate  frequency band.  This  could  be  done  with  a 
Numerically Controlled Oscillator (NCO). Implementing such a system was beyond the scope of this 
thesis, so it was decided to have a very simple frequency shifter. As the Fig. 3.3 shows, this system 
basically include two multipliers where one of them has sinus and data as inputs, while the other one 
has data and cosine as inputs. The product of this multiplication is later fed to a special block whose 
task is to make a complex signal out of its inputs.

Figure 3.3 : Real Data to Complex Converter

On the receiver side, the generated complex signal, will pass a block that will produce the real and 
imaginary parts again (Fig. 3.4). These signals are then multiplied with cosine and sine respectively, 
followed by adding them together. One will have the reconstructed signal again. The only important 
matter here is that attention should be payed so sine and cosine must be in negative phase on the  
receiver side. 

Figure 3.4: Complex Data to Real Converter

3.5 Complete TMUX on Both Sender and Transmitter
Transmultiplexers have been part of digital communication systems for many years. Their historical 
importance in this field lies in their ability to convert from time multiplexed components of a signal to 
a frequency multiplexed version and back [10]. This means that they allow several signals (users) to 
share one channel. However, their mathematical representation supports more applications like channel 
equalization and channel identification. Also, in [11] it is mentioned that a filter bank and a TMUX are 
duals and the transposition of the dual analysis /synthesis filter banks gives the dual TMUX. 

In a TMUX different source signals, say sk(n), passed through the interpolation filters and multiplexed 
into one transmit signal to produce x(n), which according to Fig. 3.5, can be represented as :
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     xk n =∑
i

sk i  f k n−iP    (3.13)

The filters Fk(z) are also called pulse shaping filters because they take each sample of sk(n) and put a 
pulse fk(n) around it [11].

Channel is described as a linear-time invariant filter  C(z). In the receiver side a set of analysis filters 
Hk(z) following the downsamplers will separate x(n) into the original signals of s k n .

According to [10], because we have M signals multiplexing into one channel, one should design this 
system in a redundant manner. This system is a redundant transmultiplexer, when M users sharing one 
channel, have the interpolation factor of P ≥ M . In the case P=M the system is called minimal 
transmultiplexer  [10].  Also,  it  is  worth  mentioning  that  generally s k n is  different  from  its 
counterpart sk(n) because of Multi-User Interference (MUI) and Intersymbol Interference (ISI).

As it is discussed in [10], MUI results from the fact that s k n may not be directly affected by sk(n) 
but by sm(n) while m≠k . Inter-symbol Interference (ISI) is introduced in the channel because of its 
linear distortion effect [10]. Such an issue exists even when M=1. Therefore, filters in the receiver side 
are very important because they are responsible for recreating  sk(n)  from s k n with the minimum 
possible error. Neglecting the noise it is possible to have perfect reconstruction so that s k n= sk n . 
For more detailed discussion about perfect reconstruction in minimal transmultiplexer refer to [12,13]. 
According to [10], when the system is redundant some of these problems are eliminated and it is more 
practical to build because it is easier, for example, to equalize a FIR channel with the help of FIR filters 
Fk(z) and Hk(z) [14,15].

A new method in designing approximate Nyquist filters is introduced in [1] where the Farrow structure 
realizes the polyphase components of general lowpass integer interpolation/ decimation filter. 
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3.6 Farrow Structure
As discussed earlier, the Farrow structure will change the sample rate by adding or removing samples 
between  two  consecutive  samples.  To  explain  the  Fig.  3.6,  it  must  be  said  that  in  the  case  of 

decimation, the ratio of
T out

T input

is greater than 1. In this example the SRC is 1.2, and Tin  is 1. It could 

be seen that for the first sample (not the sample zero, because it would not move after SRC) a new 
sample would be generated at time 1.2 and it would be fed into the following systems. This could be  
easily explained by considering (2.2), and keeping in mind that here µ would be 0.2. For the next  
sample, which is sample two, µ would change to 0.4. Therefore, sample 2.4 would be generated. The 
interesting and challenging point here is for the third case. Assume that sample three would be used, 
then sample 3.6 should be generated, but for generating this sample we can not use the third sample 
itself, because in this case µ would be 0.6 which would contradict this fact that -0.5<µ <0.5  so the 
solution would be using the  fourth sample and using µ as -0.4. This means that one sample has been 
jumped and it is not used at all. In Section 4.5.3, a detailed report on how this is implemented exists.

In case of interpolation, one should first pay attention to this fact that
T out

T input

is smaller than unity. So 

the number of samples generated, would be more than the original number of samples, contrary to the 
case of decimation.

In Fig. 3.7 SRC is chosen to be 0.6. As the Fig. 3.7 depicts, sample 0 is produced from itself. For 
producing sample 0.6, sample 1 is used. The interesting point is that for producing sample 1.2, again 
sample 1 is used. For producing sample 1.8 and 2.4 sample 2 is used. And then again sample 3 is used 
to produce its counterpart in the new generated signal.
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Figure 3.6 : Farrow Decimation



 

Figure 3.7 : Farrow Interpolation 

3.7 Farrow Based TMUX
Todays  communication  systems  are  extremely  complex,  and  there  is  a  tendency  to  even  more 
sophisticated and complex ones. This will emphasize on the role of a system that can adapt itself, to 
any communication standard. In [40], it is stated that Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), Time 
Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) are special cases 
of a general TMUX. This fact, makes the importance of TMUX remarkable in todays communication 
protocols. TMUXs, include a Synthesis Filter Bank (SFB) followed by Analysis FB (AFB), that both 
SFB and AFB are  composed of a parallel connection of number of branches [41]. Each branch is  
realized  by  digital  bandpass  interpolators/decimators  where  in  the  case  of  uniform  TMUX,  the 
bandwidth and center frequencies of the bandpass interpolators/decimators are fixed [42].

Multimode communication systems require multimode TMUXs that support different bandwidth which 
may vary with time. This means that users can occupy different bandwidth at any time depending on 
what is their required bandwidth, e.g., text, audio and video, can take more efficient bandwidth of the 
channel. One way to cover this increasing need is to construct blocks that have variable parameters, 
like  variable  upsampling  or  downsampling  ratios  and  bandpass  filters  which  have  variable  center 
frequencies  and bandwidths.  We should  keep in  mind that  as  the  number of  modes increases,  the 
complexity of these systems will also grow and could even make it impossible to build or at least there 
is not much of financial interest in such a system.  

However,  multimode TMUXs require interpolators/decimators with variable  bandwidths and center 
frequencies  [42].  These  blocks  can  be  constructed  using  variable  upsamplers  (downsamplers)  and 
bandpass  filters  which  have  variable  center  frequencies  and  bandwidths.  Although,  there  is  this 
problem of growing complexity with increasing number of modes. As an example, one may need to 
have  such  a  high  interpolation  or  decimation  factors,  to  obtain  the  desired  bandwidth  and center 
frequency, that may make the system impossible to implement. A solution to this problem is introduced 
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in  [43],  this  structure  utilizes  fixed  integer  SRC  blocks,  Farrow-based  variable  interpolation  and 
decimation structures, and variable frequency shifters. This TMUX is capable of generating a large set 
of user-bandwidth and center frequencies with relatively simple building blocks. Another advantage of 
this system is that the filters involved in this structure should be designed just one time beforehand, and 
all  the  possible  combinations  of  bandwidth  and  center  frequencies  are  then  obtained  by  properly 
adjusting the delay coefficient of Farrow-based filters and the variable parameters of frequency shifters.

As depicted in Fig. 3.8, an upsampling by L is done followed by a lowpass filter. As users can have 
bandwidths  that  are  rational  multiples  of  the  granularity  band,  the  Farrow-based  filter  performs 
decimation by rational values. To place the users in appropriate positions in the frequency spectrum, 
variable frequency shifters are utilized. Finally, all users are summed for transmission in the channel. In 
the AFB, the received signal is first frequency shifted such that the desired signal can be processed in 
the  baseband.  Then,  a  Farrow-based interpolator  by  the  same ratio  (as  in  its  counterpart  in  SFB) 
followed by decimation by L is used to obtain the desired signal.

Figure 3.8 : Proposed multimode TMUX consisting of fixed integer SRC, variable rational SRC, and  
variable frequency shifters 
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Chapter 4

4. Hardware Implementation

4.1 Overview
As  the  complexity  of  Very  Large  Scale  Integration  (VLSI)  circuits  dramatically  increases  by 
improvements of technology, there is a huge interests to shift different applications from analog to 
digital  domain.  While  there are  many platforms  available  for  this  shift,  Field  Programmable  Gate 
Arrays  (FPGAs)  hold  an  attractive  position  because  of  its  performance,  power  consumption  and 
configurability.  Usually  in  digital  domain there is  a  trade-off  between performance and flexibility. 
Comparing with Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) and Digital Signal Processor (DSP), 
FPGA stands in the middle.  It  is easier to implement a function on FPGA than ASIC, which is to 
perform a fixed operation. Although, DSP can implement versatile functions, its computational power 
is not high enough to support the high data rate of FPGA.

This chapter tries to cover VHDL solutions for implementing Farrow-based TMUX, but first a brief 
review of the available hardware and how it functions is provided here. 

4.2 FPGA Families
There are two major companies providing FPGA: Altera and Xilinx. In this thesis it is decided to focus 
on cyclone II family of FPGA from Altera. In its handbook, one can find these features that make it  
particularly interesting :

● Up to 150 18*18 multipliers

● Up to 1.1 Mbit of on-chip embedded memory

● DSP builder interface to The Mathwork Simulink and Matlab design environment. 

● Up to 260 MHz Operation

Table 4.1 makes a comparison between different products in this family.

Feature EP2C5 EP2C8 EP2C15 EP2C20 EP2C35 EP2C50 EP2C70

LEs 4,608 8256 14448 18752 33216 50528 68416

M4K RAM blocks 26 36 52 52 105 129 250

Total RAM bits 119,808 165,888 239,616 239,616 483,840 594,432 1,152,000

Embedded Multipliers 13 18 26 26 35 86 150

PLLs 2 2 4 4 4 4 4

Table 4.1: Cyclone II Device Family Features
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Since EP2C35 and enough of other hardware was available on the DE2 board, this board was used in  
this thesis. Other board dependent hardware that was used in this thesis is toggle switches that were 
used to give the value of  µ from the outside. Also these switches could be used later for the sake of 
providing rational Rp.

Cyclone II has embedded multipliers optimized for heavy calculations like FIR filters or fast Fourier 
transform (FFT) [16]. Maximum size of their input is 18-bit so they can be used either as one 18-bit  
multiplier or as two independent 9-bit multipliers.

These multipliers can operate at the speed of 250 MHz (for the fastest speed), where both of their input 
and output in either 18-bit or 9-bit, is registered [16].

Table 4.2 gives a brief comparison of the number of available multipliers in different devices in this 
family.

Device Embedded Multiplier Columns Embedded 
Multipliers

9*9 Multipliers 18*18 Multipliers

EP2C5 1 13 26 13

EP2C8 1 18 36 18

EP2C15 1 26 52 26

EP2C20 1 26 52 26

EP2C35 1 35 70 35

EP2C50 2 86 172 86

EP2C70 3 150 300 150

Table 4.2: Number of Embedded Multipliers in Cyclone II Devices [16]

In these multipliers, each operand can be either “signed” or “unsigned”. Two signals, signa and signb,  
will show if the number for each input is signed or not. A logic '1' for  signa  will show that the number 
on input port of A is signed and a logic '0'  will  show that the number is unsigned [16]. Result  of  
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Figure 4.1: DE2 Cyclone Board



multiplication  would  be  signed  if  either  of  the  input  is  signed.  Table  4.3   summarizes  the  above 
discussion.

DATA 'A' DATA 'B' Result

Unsigned Unsigned Unsigned

Unsigned Signed Signed

Signed Unsigned Signed

Signed Signed Signed

Table 4.3: Multiplier Sign Representation

4.3 Software 
For this thesis, VHDL was used as the programming language. Also, The Mathwork Simulink was used 
for its strong ability in graphical representation of the results and its full compatibility with Altera IP 
cores like “megacore functions” were quite interesting for this thesis. Especially, the megacore for FIR 
filter implementation was used in this thesis. Also, data was saved in a very comfortable way and 
compatible with the MATLAB, which later was used for observing the outcome.

4.4 Practical Issues for Filter Implementation
Filter implementation has been in the center of focus for decades now. Both FIR and IIR filters are very 
important according to their applications. Since they consist of sub-blocks like multipliers and adders, 
most of the new designs are more focused on these building blocks, like structures that are more power  
efficient or those with lower delay and higher throughput. Specifically, multiplication is very important 
because it is costly and very energy consuming. For this reason, resource sharing is very common in 
digital  design,  what's  more  these  elements  can  be  sequentially  or  in  parallel  implemented.  The 
implementation policy depends on the design strategy, also implementations that are multiplier-less are 
available. 

Similar circumstances exist in VLSI where the chip area, and power consumption are important. At the 
same  time,  limited  registers  length  is  imposing  the  problem  of  finite  precision.  In  fact,  system 
performance may be highly degraded because of this effect. To fit a transfer function of a digital system  
in a digital hardware, one will need to digitize the system. In case of digital filter, for example, one 
should digitize inputs, outputs, coefficients, etc. At the first step one should determine the input word 
length and filter coefficient to make sure that minimum hardware is used but still a reasonably good 
output is produced. In case amplitude quantization is done uniformly, SNR is increased by 6 dB for  
each additional bit, this means that if we have 10 bit word length for our input we have about 60 dB 
[17].  Quantization  of  filter  coefficients  can  deviate  zeros  and  poles  from their  original  place  and 
produce a totally new transfer function.  There are  several  algorithms to minimize the quantization 
effects, where most of them are based on this fact that not all the coefficients have the same effect on  
the output. 

In  [18,19,20],  there  are  three  different  novel  methods  introduced  for  coefficient  quantization. 
Coefficient minimization is usually done by comparing the output of the quantized version with an 
ideal case (64 bit output for example or in our case the diagram provided by the IP megacore itself). In  
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this case, SNR of the output is usually compared with the ideal case. In [20], simulated annealing is 
introduced for coefficient and word length optimization.

Intermediate values also play a very important role in designing a digital system. Their importance rely 
on this fact that if their word length is not determined carefully, then overflow can happen or we may 
waste the resources. One method to avoid this problem is “safe scaling” which is rather conservative. In 
this method the impulse response from the input to the desired node is calculated and the word length is  
determined using [21]:

   IntermediateValuesWL=log2∑
n=0

∞

∣hi n∣ Input WL                          (4.1)

However, in [21] this method is considered rather conservative and they offer (4.2) which is based on 
the signal amplitude range of each node:

IntermediateValuesWL=log2 S i  Input WL                               (4.2)

where Si is the swing of node i.

4.5 Implementing Farrow-based TMUX 
As it is mentioned earlier, the complete TMUX shall include: upsampler, lowpass FIR filter, the Farrow 
structure, frequency shifter and then on the receiver side, it  shall include the frequency shifter, the 
Farrow structure, lowpass FIR filter and finally downsampler.

It is also worth mentioning that in this system similar to OFDM-based systems, the output of the sender 
(or frequency shifter) would be in complex form, and in the receiver side it shall be restored into its 
original values.

4.5.1 Upsampler / Downsampler 

Usually, one would expect to have the input exactly reconstructed in the output when cascading these 
two blocks. This would be true if we are using the MATLAB/Simulink blocks but when we use the  
hardware module for it (either from Altera library or the codes written by myself) this is not the case. 
The reason behind this  is  that  in  Simulink  these  blocks  just  perform a  mathematical  operation to 
perform up/downsampling, but in reality there must be a lowpass filter (LPF) before the downsampler 
to limit the input bandwidth and another LPF after the upsampler.

Figure 4.2: Upsampling / Downsampling Symbols in Altera Simulink

4.5.2 Anti-Aliasing and Anti-Imaging Filter

As discussed earlier, these filters are FIR lowpass filters that are imported through the Altera DSP 
Builder Blockset MegaCore function.
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In this core, one can either design the filter from scratch or load the filter coefficient as a .txt file [22]. 
The FIR compiler contains a coefficient analysis tool, that can perform operations like scaling. Two's  
complement and signed binary fractional notation are supported in this core.

Using this core, one can specify the number of output bits he wants to have. You can also leave this to  
the core itself, so it would recommend for full precision how many bits is required [22]. There are 
several architectures supported in this compiler like: 

• Fully Parallel Structures : This structure would be useful for maximum throughput.

• Fully Serial Structures : This structure would be for the case the minimal area is required.

Table 4.4, summarizes the trade-offs between these two architectures(1) and also bring some practical 
details about these architectures that the author has experienced them.

Technology Option Area Speed(Throughput)

Distributed arithmetic Fully Parallel Large Area Creates a faster filter

Distributed arithmetic Fully Serial Small Area Requires  multiple  clock  cycles  for  a  single 
computation

Table 4.4: Architecture Trade-Offs [22]

1 There are also other architectures supported in this core, but because author didn't use them in his design, they are not  
discussed here.
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Figure 4.3: Altera Generated FIR Filter for Sender

Figure 4.4: Altera Generated FIR Filter for Receiver



Parameter Description

Data Storage Specifies the device resources used for data storage. You can select Logic Cells, M512, M4K, M-RAM, MLAB,  
M9K, M144K, or Auto.  If  you select Auto, the Quartus II  software may store data in logic cells or memory,  
depending on the resources in the selected device, the size of the data storage, and the number of input channels.

Coefficient 
Storage

Specifies the device resources used for coefficient storage. You can select Logic Cells, M512, M4K, MLAB, M9K, 
or Auto. If you select Auto, the Quartus II software automatically selects the most appropriate memory block size  
for the selected device.
The option list changes depending on which device you select. Selecting embedded memory reduces logic cell  
usage and may increase the speed of the filter.

Table 4.5: Fully Serial Filter Architecture [22]

Parameters Description

Data Storage Specifies the device resources used for data storage. You can select Logic Cells or Auto. If you select Auto, the  
Quartus II software may store data in logic cells or memory, depending on the resources in the selected device, the  
size of the data storage, and the number of input channels.

Coefficient 
Storage

Specifies the device resources used for coefficient storage. You can select Logic Cells, M512, M4K, MLAB, M9K, 
or Auto. If you select Auto, the Quartus II software automatically selects the most appropriate memory block size  
for the selected device.
The option list changes depending on which device you select. Selecting embedded memory reduces logic cell  
usage and may increase the speed of the filter.

Table 4.6: Fully Parallel Filter Architecture [22]

The FIR Compiler will estimate the required resource, like embedded memory blocks, DSP blocks and 
logic cells for generating the filter. This compiler support signed and unsigned fixed-point numbers 
from 4 to 32 bit wide in two's complement and signed binary fractional formats.

There are also several coefficient scaling methods available in this compiler [22]:

• Auto Scale.

• Auto Scale with a power of 2.

• Manual.

• Signed Binary Fractional.

• None.

In “Auto Scale” approach, since the coefficients are represented by a limited number of bits,  it  is  
possible to multiply all the coefficients by a gain factor so the maximum coefficient value becomes the 
biggest possible value for the representation with those bits. This approach produces coefficients values 
with the maximum signal-to-noise ratio [22].

Finally, a list of signals available on the module is brought here:
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Signal Direction Description

reset_n Input Synchronous active low reset signal. Resets the FIR filter control circuit on the rising edge 
of clk. This signal should last longer than one clock cycle.

ast_sink_ready Output Asserted by the FIR filter when it is able to accept data in the current clock cycle.

ast_sink_valid Input Asserted when input data is valid. When ast_sink_valid is not asserted, the FIR processing is 
stopped if new data is required and no data is left in the Avalon- ST input FIFO. Otherwise, 
the FIR processing continues.

ast_sink_data Input Sample input data.

ast_source_ready Input Asserted by the downstream module if it is able to accept data.

ast_sink_error Input Error signal indicating Avalon-ST protocol violations on the sink side:
• 00: No error 
• 01: Missing SOP 
• 10: Missing EOP 
• 11: Unexpected EOP

 Other types of errors are also marked as 11.

ast_source_valid Output Asserted by the FIR filter when there is valid data to output

ast_source_data Output Filter output. The data width depends on the parameter settings.

ast_source_error Output Error signal indicating Avalon-ST protocol violations on the source side:
• 00: No error 
• 01: Missing SOP 
• 10: Missing EOP 
• 11: Unexpected EOP

 Other types of errors are also marked as 11

Table 4.7: Signals [22]

4.5.3 Farrow Structure

This block has its code written in VHDL and then imported into the MATLAB/Simulink through “HDL 
import” block available in the library.

In order to meet the milestones in the thesis, there are two more input available in this design, “flip”  
and “shift_ena”. The input “flip” would be responsible for flipping the input before passing them to the 
filters. At the beginning this block should have the ability to generate the µ by itself or have it as its  
input. In the case µ is generated inside, then special shifting technique would be required inside the 
block (there is more detailed description of this later in this section). Otherwise, (in the case µ comes 
from outside) it just simply has to shift to the right like a normal filter. Therefore, the input “shift_ena” 
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Figure 4.5: Farrow HDL Block in Simulink



would be responsible for letting the buffer to shift data sequentially to the right or perform the required 
shifting with the generated address in the center tap. This block had several complex problem to solve. 
The first problem was to make sure that µ is correctly generated. The codes below describe how µ is  
generated in VHDL.

In the first section of the code in Fig. 4.6, toggle switches are introduced for providing the desired SRC 
ratio from the board.  Here,  five bits are  used for integer  part  and five for fractional  part.  A '0'  is 
concatenated at the beginning to make sure that the number would be interpreted as a positive number 
in later calculations. It is worth mentioning that in this version of VHDL, most of the operations are 
already  introduced  for  signed  number  calculations.  Therefore,  it  is  preferred  to  avoid  further 
complications for introducing own-written code for multiplier,  for example. The second part of the 
codes in Fig. 4.6, represent the buffer while the following section provides a mechanism to make sure 
that the buffer is filled enough with samples.

Another fact about µ is that it changes periodically according to the SRC ratio. It means that  depending  
on the ratio after each 4, 8, 16, 32 or 64 samples µ start over (Table 4.8). In section three of the code 
above, a period of 16 samples has been chosen. The signal “counter_sig” is responsible for counting the 
number of incoming samples and it would be reset after each 16 samples. It was assumed here that with 
each rising edge of the clock, one sample comes inside the buffer. In the fifth part of the code, it could 
be observed how µ is generated. To explain more, for calculating µ two variables are needed, here 
named as “mtl_sig” and “nm_sig”. The “mtl_sig” is responsible for holding the product of sample 
number in ratio (that is coming from outside) and “nm_sig” will hold the rounded value of “mtl_sig” 
which is also the sample number required from the buffer, µ would be the subtraction of these two 
values.
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Figure 4.6 : Part of the Code for Implementing the Farrow Structure
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Section I:

ratio_frac <= sw4 & sw3 & sw2 & sw1 & sw0 ;  -- instantiating 
the fractional part as signed number

                            ratio_integer <=sw9 & sw8 & sw7 & sw6 & sw5 ; -- instantiating  
the integer part as signed number

ratio_sig <= "0"& sw9 & sw8 & sw7 & sw6 & sw5 & sw4 & sw3 
& sw2 & sw1 & sw0; -- 5 for fractional part and 5 for integer part

               ----------------------------------------------------------------

Section II:

                           if shifter_enable then

                             for i in 1 to 200 loop

                     vec_shift (i) <= vec_shift (i-1);

                            end loop;

                           vec_shift(0) <= in_buff;

               ----------------------------------------------------------------    
Section III:

          if shift_counter = 59 then

                            farrow_enable := '1';

                         else

                            shift_counter := shift_counter+1;

                            farrow_enable := '0';

                         end if;     

  ------------------------------------------------------------------                 

Section IV:

                     if counter_sig = 15 then

                      counter_sig := (others => '0');

                      counter_sig_int := conv_integer(signed(counter_sig));

                     else

                      counter_sig := counter_sig+1;

                            counter_sig_int := conv_integer(signed(counter_sig));

                     end if;

  -------------------------------------------------------------------
Section V:

        mtl_sig := counter_sig * ratio_sig;                    

                      nm_signal  := mtl_sig(15 downto 5)+ mtl_sig(4); 

                      mu_sig  := nm_signal & "00000" - mtl_sig;



Ratio = 1.75 (Period of 4)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 8 16 -8 0 8 16 -8 0

Ratio = 1.9 (Period of 8)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

0 4 8 12 16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 -12 -8 -4 0 4

Ratio = 2.7 (Period of 16)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35

0 10 -12 -2 8 -14 -4 6 16 -6 4 14 -8 2 12 -10 0 10 -12 -2 8 -14 -4 6 16 -6 4 14 -8 2 12 -10 0 10 -12 -2

Table 4.8 : Examples of Periodic µ

Another challenge to meet and maybe the most important of them is to make sure that the required 
sample is at the center tap at the right time which consequently means that samples on its right and left 
sides are also at the right place at the right time. For this, we have to make sure that we have sufficient 
number  of  samples  available.  Therefore,  a  rather  large  buffer  is  created.  Before  this  block  starts 
working, it would wait until it make sure that the buffer is filled enough so the required sample number 
would definitely exist to be passed immediately. Otherwise it would just simply produce wrong result.

 Figure 4.7 : Part of the Code for Implementing the Farrow Structure

Another interesting challenge here was that at the very beginning, when for example sample one should 
be in the center tap then samples prior to it would not exist. To solve this problem we decide to have 19 
extra registers and when giving the address, simply add the address with 19. In fact, in this process we 
shift the the beginning of the buffer. The value of 19, is half of the filter order (38).

All the structures available for digital filters have registers in their implementation. This is to make sure  
that signal would remain constant enough for the multiplier before it has a transition because of the 
next sample arrival.

In our design, we have seven FIR filters. Also, we know that in our design data from the buffer is 
transferred to all of the filters at the same time. This means that data on the center tap of the filters at  
each instant of time and data on its left and right wings are the same. Therefore, to make the design  
realizable and also more area efficient, it was decided to have one set of registers for all of the filters. 
Since for our design, “direct form” was chosen for the FIR filters this was quite easy to realize. Figures  
4.8 and 4.9 depict this fact. 
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filbus_out_38   <= vec_shift(nm_sig);
   filbus_out_37  <= vec_shift(nm_sig+1);

      filbus_out_36  <= vec_shift(nm_sig+2);

.

.

.

   filbus_out_2   <= vec_shift(nm_sig+36);

   filbus_out_1   <= vec_shift(nm_sig+37);

   filbus_out_0   <= vec_shift(nm_sig+38);



As Figs. 4.8 and 4.9 shows, in our design we just move the registers upward and use one set of registers 
for all of the filters. 

4.5.4 Frequency Shifters

For implementing the frequency shifter, some assumption was made. It was noticed that data input did 
not include any complex part, also the filters are real filters but the output of this block must be in 
complex format. In the sender, Euler formula of

e jn=cosn jsin n     (4.3)

was used to generate e jn .
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Figure 4.10: Block Diagram of Frequency Shifter

Figure 4.9 : Direct Form Filter Realization in Farrow

Figure 4.8: Direct Form Realization of an Nth-order FIR Filter



Figure 4.11 shows how the frequency shifter in the sender was implemented. Cosine and sine functions 
are generated with MATLAB and then stored in a LUT(Look Up Table). The counter will generate the 
suitable address for LUT. It is worth mentioning that the counter has 'enable' as its input, which comes 
from FIR filters 'ast_source_valid'. As it is labeled on the Fig. 4.11, the LUT on top holds the values for 
the cosine and the bottom one holds the values for sine. Their output will be multiplied by the incoming  
signal from the Farrow structure and the result would be input to a block that is taking these two as its 
inputs and generates the complex number.

On the receiver side, as depicted in Fig. 4.12, this complex number would be first mapped to its real  
and imaginary counterpart and then multiplied by the same cosine and sine angel but in negative phase. 
Mathematically,  we know that cos−a=cosa and sin −a=−sin a .  Having these in  mind, 
one can easily write :

y n=x ne jn=x ncos n jsin n=xncos n jx n sin n     (4.4)

y ne− jn= y ncos n− jy nsin n=x n     (4.5) 
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Figure 4.11 : Sender Frequency Shifter Implementation



4.6 Implementation Results and Comparison
As it is mentioned in chapter 3, this thesis is done in accordance to a previously defined Ph.D. thesis at  
the Department of Electronics Systems, Linköping University. There are several filters with different 
order designed in this thesis. One should expect to have better system performance by increasing the 
order  of  FIR  filters.  Although,  huge  effort  was  spent,  filters  of  order  higher  than  349,  were  not  
successfully generated by Altera Block Set. This would be important issue when one tries to compare 
the results of different systems. Disappointingly, Altera Block Set doesn't let us to have more than four 
IP core on each design, this means that we were not able to simulate the whole system for more than 
two channel.

In this Section, the performance of TMUX implementations with filters of order 227, 324 and 349 (the 
maximum order possible) are compared. As the numbers on the Figs. 4.13-4.16 shows, there is no 
significance difference between these results. In all of these figures, the solid line represent the input, 
which is a single tone, and the dotted line represents the output. Figures 4.13 and 4.14 belong to the 
first channel, while Figs. 4.15 and 4.16 are for the second channel. 

Figures 4.17-4.20 shows the obtained results for a two-tone input. One can easily conclude that, since 
there is not a huge difference in filters order, there is not a significant difference between them. Fig. 
4.21 is put here, just to mention, this system would not work good enough with filter order of 277. As 
could be seen in this figure, the second tone is completely lost, comparing with the noise next to it.
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Figure 4.12: Receiver Frequency Shifter Implementation



Figure 4.14 : Result for the Filter with 325 Coefficients
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Figure 4.13 : Result For the Filter with 349 Coefficients



Figure 4.15 : Second Channel Result For the Filter with 349 Coefficients

Figure 4.16 : Second Channel Result For the Filter with 325 Coefficients
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Figure 4.17 : Two Tone Channel Result For the Filter with 349 Coefficients For Channel One

Figure 4.18 : Two Tone Channel Result For the Filter with 349 Coefficients For Channel Two
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Figure 4.19 : Two Tone Channel Result For the Filter with 325 Coefficients For Channel One

Figure 4.20 : Two Tone Channel Result For the Filter with 325 Coefficients For Channel Two
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Figure 4.21 : Two Tone Channel Result For the Filter with 227 Coefficients For Channel one
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Chapter 5

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this thesis, nonuniform flexible TMUX has been implemented in FPGA. These TMUXs can support 
multimode dynamic communication scenarios and are easily reconfigurable. Furthermore, they require 
neither redesign of filters nor hardware changes. Specifically, the TMUX filters are designed only once. 
For this TMUX, the coefficient µ must be known. There are two ways possible for having the value of 
µ. First one, is to have a LUT (in case of more than one µ required) or it could be given manually. The 
other way, is to calculate it online according to stream of data.

FIR filters used in this design are implemented using Altera DSP builder. A VHDL code is imported 
using “HDL Import” block. Unfortunately, the resources used on the FPGA are not shown because of 
some  bugs  in  the  Altera  DSP builder.  In  chapter  4,  it  is  shown  that,  this  structure  could  not  be 
implemented using less than 301 coefficients with the settings provided in the implementation. Also, in 
the same chapter it is concluded a better system performance could be obtained using higher order FIR 
filters or having less truncation and rounding in the system.

Additionally, a through review of SRC is brought in chapter 2 and 3. Also, in chapter 2, a rather detail 
review of Farrow-based systems is provided.

For future works, it is recommended to have the Farrow structure built based on online calculation of µ, 
because there are rising applications of this structure in digital systems and it would be costly to have it 
saved on LUT.
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